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Thomas P. Laughren, M.D. '1~
Team Leader, Psychiatric Drug Products .
Division of Neuropharmacological Drug Products
HFD-120

R~commendation for Approval Action for
Zyprexa (olanzapine) for the treatment of psychotic
disorders

sua.mCT:

I'RCII:

!to: File NDA 20-592
(Hoa: This overview should be filed with the 9-16-96
submission.]

1.0 BACKcmouRD

In our S-30-96 approvable letter, we %equested a safety update, a
foreign regulatory update, a world literature update, and a
commitment to conduct a relapse prevention study. In the
biopharmaceutics area, we identified· our preferred dissolution
methodology and specifications, and we asked the sponsor to
consider a further exploration of the population PK database as an
approaci. to providing additional information regarding drug
interactions. We also attached our proposal for labeling. Lilly
responded formally to the approveble letter with the 9-16-96
SUbmission.

The review team, up to the level of Team Leader, interacted with
the sponsor over a period of several weeks to arrive at theveraion
of labeling [LABOLNPS.AP3] that. is included with the approval
letter. The sponsor responded initially with an a1ternative
labeling proposal on 9-6-96, including additional'modificationson
9-9-96. We responded with a counterproposal that was faxed to
Lilly on 9-16-96. The sponsor responded with faxes dated 9-16-96
and 9-17-96, and we held a teleconference with the sponsor on 9-17
96, reaching agreement on. most of the disputed issues. Lilly
provided language consistent with these agreements in faxes dated
9-1S-96 and 9-19-96. Additional faxes dated 9-1S-96 and 9-20-96

J

The sponsor submitted a proposed labeling' that was edited and
mod.ified by Thomas LaughZ'en, N.D., Greg Dubitsky, M.D., and· this
reviewer. Thes. moclitications were discussed with representat!v••
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Or. Paul An(~reason reviewed the clinical sections of the 9-16-96
response to the approvable letter, including the safety update, the
literature update, and the regulatory st'iltus update.

The sponsor's literature update covered the period from the cutoff
date for the original NOAsubmissionto 9-4-96, and included 159
clinical 'andpreclinical '. references. Or. Andreason reviewed
abstracts for all the clinical refer9nces and titles for all the
preclinical references. These references contained no findings
that would adversely affect the conclusions about olanzapine's
safety.

2

addressed remaining issues for pharmacology and a 9-18-96 fax
addressed remaining C:hemistry· issues. We' faxed a final version .of
labeling on 9-23-96, and' Gary Tollefson, M.D., from Lilly,
confirmed late on that same day that this version of labeling,
which is included with the approval package, was acceptable to
them.

In summary, none of these reports contained new or unusual findings
that would change my view about the approvability of this drug or
necessitate further labeling changes. . .

The safety update included. reports of deaths, serious adverse
events, adverse dropouts, and patients experiencing potentially
clinically significant changes in vital signs, laboratory values,
and EeGs. This update covered a period from 7-15-95 throU9h 8-14
96.fordEilaths and serious adverse events and from 7-15-95 through
2-14-96 for all other safl..ty data •. Thesa,cetyupdate included data

.for/765 olanzapinepatientsfrom"the'primary database.,', 690 ongoing
p'atients .. for wr.om some safety data had already been .. reviewed. ~n .
earlier submissions and75 new patients) and for 148 total patients
frorl\ the secondary database, including14olanzapinepatients, and
134 blinded patients. .

There··were 5 .deaths, .. 1·othE!:r····seriou:$·'.d.'~'erse:evetitii:and:fadverse
dropouts, none of .which could be reasonably attributed to
olanzap1netreatment. Dr. Andreason considered only 1 of the
patients with. potentially clinically····· significantly laboratory
abnormalities to have. likely hadolanzapine-related changes. That
patient had an increase in LFTs, an issue alz::eady addressed in
labeling.
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t.O I'OUIGR UGU%.HOIt'f UPDAT&

The sponsor warranted 1nthe 9-16-96 submission that Zyprexais not
approved in any countries at the present time, and that no negative
regulatory actions have been taken with reqard to olanzapine.

5. 0 UQUJ:S~!'OR ,lUILaPSJ: ~IOR ftIAL

The sponsor ,has committed to conductinq a phase 4 study to
adequately address the question of long term effectiveness.

6.0 BIOPBARHaClUTICS

The sponsor accepted our proposed dissolution method an~

specifications.

7.0 :LABELDIG

Lilly proposed numerous changes to the labeling for Zyprexa,many ,
of which we found acceptable, while others were 'the SUbject of
negotiations with the review . team, over the roughly 2-week time
period described under Background. As noted, we were able to reach
agreement ata Team Leader level on label.ing. :;: will comment here
on the resolution of labeling issues that required additional data
review and discussion: '

In our labelil,gproposal, we had emphasized., thepossibilfty of
orthostatic changes , and recommended a focus' by clinicians and
patients on fnitial titration as the period of greatest risk. We
also recommended 5 mg as the initial dose, with an increase tolD
mg after several days.

Our view was based partly on theoretical grounds, i.e., olanzapine
is a potent al antagonist, and drugs with that property predictably
have problems with initial titration. Commonsense would lead one
to be,cauti()usbased solely on this'fact •. Our recommendations were
a1so based'on. finding: (1)'5 .51 of 91anzapine' ,vs-l. 8'Of; placebo
patients'ln"a pool' of2studies.:(HGAD and.HGAP) having a
potentially clinically .siqnificantpostural . change in systolic
bloodpreuilre (~30 mmHg ,decrease in systolic BP, supine to
standing), and (2) spontaneous reports ~,fhypo;ension.in 5.2' of
olanzapine patients vs 1.7'0£ placebo patients·for this same pool.
These patients also differed in the incidence of dizziness and
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tachycardia. In addition, there were 15 instances of syncope in
phase 2-3 trials, some of which occurred fairly early in treatment.
Phase 1 data wer~ also suggestive of a dose response relationship
for syncope during initial titratio~.

, The sponsor argued against a. focus on initial titration as a period
of risk, and also against a recommendation for Smg'as a starting
dose. They argued 'that' their placebo controlled dose response
studies did r.ot show a difference between orthostatic effects,
between the Sand 10mg doses, however, these studies weren't
designed to detect this effect, e.g., blood ,pressure wasn't
monitored atatime most likely to reveal an effect. They also
argued that olanzapine.is lOO-fold less potentas,an cxlantagonist
thal'lrisperidone, and that a.10 mg initial dose was well tolerated
in the vast majority of patients receiving this dose in the
clinical trials.

Comment: After much discussion~ we agreed to precautionary
language that did focus on "initial titration as a period of
concern, and a recommendation for 5 or 10 mg as the starting dose,
out of consideration of the possibility of dose dependency" for the
orthostatic effect. In addition, 5mg will be the recommended'dose
for potentially vulnerable patients. '

,) Data from' LQng-Term Trials'Pertinentto"R{SkOfTat'diyE: Dyskinesia:
", ,-," '- . " , ' . , . ". -' ";".', "'"

In our labeling, we,had";'removed 'from"t:he:standard tardive
dyskines.ia"warning ·Lil1YI"~.:~refererice to ,data from apool()f
haloper~d()lcon~rolledlong-termextension trialssuggestfn'g':':a
highert>Ci,cilfe,.:':Of ~rnergellce, of dyskinetic, events for. haloperidol
compared' t:oolanzap1lie. The 'pool' was based on studies. HGAO; E003,
and'HGAJ. Itincluded,10701anzapineand 197 haloperidol patients
who were free of dyskinesia at entry into the extension phase, and
were exposedtoolanzapine or haloperidol for a median duration of
237 and 203 days, respectively. Using criteria that seemed
reasonable, there did appear to be a greater incidence of
dyskinetic symptoms for haloperidol compared to olanzapine, using
several approaches. '

Lilly objected, arguing thattheseare.valid data that provide
implJrtant information for prescribers.We.acknowledged,that,in
the past,<~e'haveigenerally' riot' perinitfed"ci'aimsof 'reduced'risk"of
tardive'dyskirfesiill but that such claims have ,genera1.1ybeen based
either on theoretical ,considerations or on a lack of new cases in
databases that were not adequate for detecting this event. While
we,further, acknowledged that the data are suggestive ofapossible
difference between olanzapine and haloperidol regarding risk of
treatme·nt emergent dyskinesia, nevertheless, we argued that it is
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difficult to know their usefulness in predicting the relative risk
of tardive dyskinesia for the two drugs at later and possibly more
relevant time points • Since the inclusion of such data in labeling
would represent an important departure from our usual practice, we
indicated that it would be a decision necessitating more work
internally and likely consultation with outside experts. ,

.comm;nt: We agreed to consider expeditiously a. supplement that
addrE\ssed a modification of the tardive.dyskinesiastatement, and
the sponsor agreed to accept our decision not to include these data
at '. this time.

In our labeling proposal, we' had noted the findil'lgthat prolactin
levels. are elevated by olanzapine treatment, and that "the
elevation persists during chronic. administration," since this
phrase is in the standard prolactin statement for some
'antipsychotic drugs.

Lilly objected. to this phrase, . ,arguing that, while a modest
increase is apparent early in treatment, endpoint analyses reveal
no difference between olanzapineandplacebo, unlike the data for
haloperidol . arms . in'. these studies ·whichrevea.l a persistent
elevation for that . drug. They wanted to add a sentence to the
Hyperprolactinemia statement noting. the finding of no difference
at endpoint, and to note later in labeling that·the elevation is
transient. However, we disagreed with their argument that
prolactin elevation with olclnzapine has been demonstrated to be
transient. The LOCFanalysis is not the most pertinent, since it
carries forward the levels for many placebo patients who dropped
out very.early. The most relevant analysis is observed cases at
week 6, and here, the data show a clear dose response relationship,
however, there is insufficient power given the attrition, to achieve
statistical significance. . Furthermore, the data from extension
trials revealed. that. prolactin levels are .elevated . compared to
baseline, albeit to a modest'extentand without a 'placebo control.

Comment: The. sponsor agreed to ourpreferenceto'cliaracteri~ethe
eeffect,/.as pei:~4.s~.~99~P.r0vi,di:l'l,g~eacknowledgedthattheelevation
during longer';·term:·t:reatment,,·,was:<mo(lest. We agreed tothJ.s
qualificativn.

Adeguate Characterization of Weight Gain Observed with Olanzapine:

~~er~~~~~~el;:[~~:"~:::::;:~::~:~~U~~~1';o~;~~:m~; ~:~~;:~~~ @
Lilly wanted to qualify t~is statement, by emphasizing that
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the effect is most prominent in patients who are ~nderweightat

baseline, and they wanted to move the statement to ,Adverse
Reactions.

We agreed with moving this statement to Adverse Reactions. We also
agreed to, acknowledging in the statement the faetthat larger
changes are observed in patients with lower SMIsat baseline.
However, we noted that the statement must also acknowledge that,
despite this differential effect on the, basis of SMI, ,the weight
gain was observed generally forolanzapine patients, despite the
8MI category. In fact, the longer-term extension data revealed
that the effect is even more prominent during longer-term use, with
almost half of even the overweight patients taking olanzapine
experiencing a ~ 7% increase in body weight compared to baseline.
This finding also needs to be incorporated into the revised
statement.

Comment: The,sponsor agreed'toour'revised stat:ement, located in
the Ac;lverse' Reactions section'.

Recommended MOnitored RegardingConce;Ds aboytLrTlncreales:

. In our" 'lclbelin'g ; tireitiad rec6mmeric:haldbaseline':t;ran.saminases in a11
patients being considered for treatment,-with followup monitoring
monthly for any patients haVing c1inicallysigni~icant,baseline
abnormalities. Lillyobjected/.arguing'that'routil1escreening'of
all patients is unnecessary. They proposed alternative language
that recommends monitoring only in patients' who already have
s~gnificant hepatic disease,. In reconsidering this issue,
inclUding an examination of a consult done ,for, Li1lyby Hy
Zimmerman, we were inclined to agree that requiringbaselineLFTs
in all patients wou1dbe exc:essive,and in fact, would not be
consistent with our labeling for other recently approved drugs with
a similar profile of tr3nsient, asymptomatic transaminase increase.

~~=:~~' l::etiq:qee~h:: :ot~~iq:~;l';t:t~;,,~::e~~~:.z~~d:.~f1~~:~ 0r
caution should be o}:).served ~npatients,wi th,'bepa 'impairment. ~

In our labeling" we 'ha.d n'ot
efficacy findings from pati<,J;'....-~
of their effica.cystudi
of an effect.



) distinguish between continuation effects and rel,pse prevention
effects, however, we noted that this basic flaw woU!d apply whether
one is focusing on either. We indicated that isw~. our view that
these studies cannot provide definitive data p.':ttinent to the
question of long-term efficacy, and to include thCi!se data would
undermine our eurrent approa.ch·to thia iaauein la.peling. Further,
we reminded the sponsor that the label~ng acknowledges under Dosage
and Administration the usual practice of continuing responding
patients, so that including this information would not strengthen
labeling in any way from the clinician's standpoint •

.comment:We discussed this matter at some length, l)litin the end,
the sponsor agreed with our preference to not include this
information in labeling.

8.0 COHCLUSIOlIS·»m RB~IOItS

I believe that Lilly has submitted sufficient data to support the
conclusion that Zyprexais effective and acceptably safe in the
treatment of psychosis. Irecommentl that we issue the attached
approval letter" with the mutually agreed upon .final labeling.

cc:
Orig NOA20-4lS
HFD-l20
HFD-120/TLaughren/PLeber/PAndreason/GOubitsky/SHardeman
HFD-100/RTemple

DOC: MEMOLNPS.APl
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August 30, 1996
Letter from Dr. Robert Temple
Director, FDA Office ofDrug Evaluatino
To: Dr. Timothy RFranson ofEli Lilly

Pg 1

Section 2
Postmarketing

Dr. Temple expresses his concernsthat there is NO EVIDENCE to suggest long term effectiveness of
Olanzapine.
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Food and Drug AdminlItIatiDn
Rockville MD 20857

September28, 1995
October 31, 1995
December 4, I99S
JII1\W)' 12, 1996
FebnJary 1, 1996
June 10,1996
July 26, 1996

September27,·1995
October 19, 1995
No,'ember 27, J99S
Decelnber J5, 1995
January 29, 1996
June 4, ·1996 .
July 22, 1996

2. Post-marketing Study

Although the evidence submitted documents~ short-teml.efticacyofZypxexa in the
management (lfthe manifestations ofpsychosis, there is no evidence.bearing directly on
theeft"cetiveaess ofthis drug in the maintenance treatment ofremittedlpanially remitted

.,' ' - . . " " '. . - . - ;. .' -.' ," , :: .• '" ".... "" ," ,,"'. "" .;', ..', i''':'" '" " ~".,,, •. .,' .. '" '" '" .' '. ..' ".' .... .: . _ " . , .- .' - - . -. '.. '.".

AUG 30 1996

Dear Dr. Fl'BDSOn:

Please refer to>,our September 22, 1995, newdrugapplic.ation submitted under section 50S(b) of
the Federal Food, tlrug, and Cosmetic Act for Zyprexa (olanzapine) 2.5 mg, Smg, 7.5 mg, and
10 mg Tablets. ..

Eli Lilly and Company
Attention: Timothy R. Franson, MD..
Lilly Corporate Center
IndidnapoIi3, IN 4628S

We have completed the review oftbis application as submitted witbdraft labeling, and it is
approvable. Before this application may be approved, however, it will be necessary for you to
respond to the ~oJ1owing requests: . . .

1. Labeling

Accompanying this letter (Attachment I) is theAFJ1cy's pmposal for the labeling of
Zyprexa.We believe it preSertts a fair SUIIlID8fy oftheinfoaDation available on the
benefits 8Ild risks ofZyprexa. . .

We have proposedll number ofchanges to the drafUabeling subnUtted in your original
submission. We will be happy to discuss these proposed changes in detail, andto discuss
any disagreements you might have with any part ofthe proposed labeling fannator
content.

We acknowledge receipt ofyour amendments dated:

.September 26, 1995
October 3,1995
November 20, 1995
December 7, 1995·
January 19, 1996
March 21,1996
June 14,1996

(
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NDA·2o-S92
Page 2

(

3.

4.

s.

psychotic patients. Because it. is likel)' that Zyprexa will be.widely used for these
purposes, it is critical tbatappmpriatccliDical studies be UDdertakento evaluate its safety
and effectiveness in1000nterm use. .We~that you~ to performing a study of

. . subsequent to appnwal. Division staffwould be happy to discuss this
and any otherproposaJs witb)'ou.ProtocoJs.data. _ fiDahepom sbou1d be submitted
to your IND for tispmcluct and acopyof.cover letter..to this NDA.Por
administDUVe purposes, all snlmrissio1JS, iacludiDgJabeliDssupp1emeDts, relating to
Phase 4 COIDIDitmcmts must be clearly designated "Pbase4Commitmeilts."

Safety Update
. .

Our assessment ofthe safety ofolaDzapine is based ~.our mriew ofall safety .
iDf'olDlltion provided in yourorigiDalllDd subsequent .JhmissiODS, including YOQJ'safety
update (January'12,1996 amendment).> Thisorigiaal review was based on an integrated
safetydatab8se with aQUtotldate ofappIOXhMtely 2-14-95 and on additiolll1 serious
events and deatbsseported up to a cutoffdate ofapproximatrJy IG-31-9S.Under·
21 CPR 314.S0(d)(S)(vi)(b), wen:quest that you provide a tiDal safety update focusing on
deaths, serious advene events, anddft)pouts foradverseevems.Thisfinal safety update
can be in the same general format as your 1-12-96 safety update.

World Literature update

Priortotbe approval ofZyprexa,we require an updateclleport on the world's archival
Iiteraturepenainingtothe safety ofZyprexa. This report shoulcl include only literature
not covered in your previous submissions•. We need your~ that youbave revi~
this literatUre systematically, anclin detail, and that you have discovered DO finding that
would adversely affect conclusions about the safety ofZYP=DL The.report should also
detail bow the literature search was CODdueted,bytyhmn (their credentials) andwhetber it
relied on abstracts or fiJll texts (mcludiDg 1raDslatioDs ) ofardcles.. 'The ieport should
empbamecliDical data, but DeW fiDdinp inprecliDicallepOl1s.· ofpotential significance
should also be described. .Should any report or finding be judged important, a copy
(translated as lequited) should be submitted for our review. . .

Foreign Regulatory UpdateJLabeling

We require a review of the status ofallZyprexa lIctiODStaUn or pending beforcforcign
regulatOly authorities. .AppnmlllCtioas can be DOted, but \W uk that you describe in
detail any and aU actiODS taken tbat have "been' negative,.sUppIyiDa a mu expllllltion of
the views ofall parties aDd the resolutiOil oltho mauer.IfZyprexa is approved by any
non-US replatory bodies, we ask that you provide us any approved labelini for Zyprexa
along with Englisb translations whenneeded.

.~
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NDA2o-S92
Page 3

6. Biophannaccutics

a. Please adopt the fbDowiDg dissolution methodology and specification for all tablet
strengths:

Apparatus:
Media:
Volume:
Speed:
Sampling time:
Specification:

b. We ask that you c:cmsider a farther explOratiOn of Jhe population PK databue as
an approacbto providing additional information regarding drug interactions.

Please submit three copies ofthe introductory promotional material tbatyou propose to use for
this product-All proposeclmaterials shouid be submitted in draftor~ock·up form, not final
print.. Please submit one copy to this Division and two copies ofboth the promotional material
lind 1hepackageinsert directly to: . .

Food and Dru&AdmiDistration .
Division ofDrug Marketing, Advertising.ancfCommunicatioDS,
HFD-40 ..
S600 Fishers Lane
RocIMUe,MaryIand 208S7,.

Within 10 days after the date oftbis letter, you are required to amend the application, notify us of
your intent to file an amendmc:nt,or follow one ofyour other options under 21 CFR314.l10. In
the absence ofsuch action fDA may take action to withdraw the8ppJication.

'.

The drug may not be legallymarketedUDtil you have been Dotitiedin writing that the application
is approved. . . .

\



NDA2o-592
Page 4

Should YOl1 have Ill)' questiODS. please contact CDR Steven O. Haldeman, R.Pb.. Project
MlIJJ88er. at (301) 594-5533. . ..

SiDcftyyours,

aw-~lL
Robert Temple, M.D.
Director
OfticeofDrusBvaluation I
Center for Drua Bvalua1ion and Researcb ..

Enclosure: Draft Labeling.

,
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August 30, 1996
Memorandum
From Dr. Paul Leber
Director, FDA Neurophannacological Drug Products
To: Dr. Robert Temple
Director, FDA Office ofDrug Evaluation

Re: concerns about drug trial methodologies

Pg2
Leber WRONGLY DEFEND the high dropout rates ofplacebo patients in trials as ''reflective'' of
olanzapine efficacy. This is PROOF of Leber's (and FDA's)· IGNORANCE or DISMISSAL of
Entire phenomenon of DRUG DISCONTINUATION withdrawal syndromes (rebound vs. withdrawal).
At very least, Leber should be acknowledging the fact that high plaeebodrop-out rates
may be partial reflection of patients' return ofsymptoms, or worsening ofsymptoms, due to
supersensitivity syndrome

pg3
Leber CORRECTLY concedes that NEGATIVE symptoms that are being "tracked" in these studies
may very WELL Have been Parkinsonian symptoms INDUCED by conventional neuroleptic (Baldol).
Seems to be understanding that this is NIDS. .
[Unfortunately, he is not willing to concede that olanzapine might cause the same condition.]

He regrets not ''having the time" toevall.late efficacydata based upon consideration ofthis fact.
In essence, Leber may be saying: We KNOW that we have argued that olanzapinehas superior efficacy in
the trials, compared to Baldo!== but in retrospect, we cannot draw this conclusion.

.*Fortunately,the only claim that appears on LABEL is comparison to placebo.



Memorandum Department of Health and Human Services
Public Health Service

Food and -Drug Administration
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research

DATE:

FROM:

August 30, 1996

Paul Leber, M.D.
Director,
Dlvl.lonof Neuropharmacological Drug Product.
HFD-120

SUBJECT: Action. taken and not taken In re.pon.e to your memorandum of
8127".6,c:oncernJllgHFD-120'. rev'e. of NDA 20-692 Zyprexae
(olanzaplne]

TO: File - NDA20-612
&

Robert Temple, M.D.-
Director, OfDee of Ne. Drug Evaluation 1

Inyour-memorandum-;~you~offera-numt;er-ofcommeniS:-Thave little tosay
about most of-them, but there are a couple to which -a response is necessary.

Before doing SO, however,1 want to acknowledge an oversight.

Dr. Greg Dubitskyhadaprominent and important role '~the development of
the -Division's review ofth. Zyprexaapplication, a point not obvious from a .
review of documents in the package originally forwarded to the Office. Greg

-served as Dr. Andreason's mentor and, as such, isa substantive contributor to
that primary review document (e.g., by anaiogy, if this were an _academic
manuscript submitted to an archival medical jOlJmal, Greg would be the 
senior coauthor).

•
- -

Now, I will tum to the substantive points I have about your comments
concerning the Zyprexa application. --.

t I am mindful that the memorandum cited was delivered with a
stamp indicating it was intended asa draft...• Because the memorandum _
offered anumber of comments and suggestionsrequiringrespol1$es or actions
to which the Division has now taken some fonnof response, the
memorandum is functionally much more a preliminary communication that
is relevant-to the decision making process than-a preliminary draft explicating
your perSonal views. In short, there is no practical way I can respond to
and/or explain our decisions to act upon and/or not act upon a pointCk) conveyed in your memorandum without making reference to it;

)
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Leber:' Zyprexa [olanzapine] Response. to Temple memo of 8/27/96 page 2

I'm so ewhat surprised by your reaction. to the "go openllpro"ision of the
HGAP rotocol. In fact, in ,yirtually any placebo controlled trial' with
active' psychotiC patients, .a"·high·····early,··'.dropout .rate ,is ..~xpected. for .. both
"ethi .. I· .. and ."medicalll reasons..•.·~The~1i1ra.,..I&1PfPefMlIfJltllfil ......

!P~~;}J~I'Ce.Next.for management reasons (e.g., staff morale. legal risk.
etc.). there are few. if any. hospitals in which a studyperrnlttingactiveJy
psychotic patients to be assigned to placebo Is going'tocontinueJorevena
couple of weeks. let alone 4. Finally. a high early dropout rate attributable
to therapeutic failure that differentially affects the . placebo group is
actually a finding we look for. because it documents the assay sensitivity of
the population admitted for study. .' Of course. the censoring biases .the, '
between treatment' comparisons .made at latter time points in the study'. but
this is the very reason that I eonsidfitr these studies more as a 'source of proof
of principle of adrug's antipsychotic effects than as a basis to estimate the
"effect size· of the drug. Indeed. this Is yet another reason that I find drug·
drug comparativestudl,esso difficult to assess.

Vle\yedfrom my perspective, therefore, H<3Apwa~,unusu~I·,orthe extent it
'was' able Ao<, retain' subjects until week 4. (If I had the time. I could probably
find examples' to document· this assertion ··that is. of .antipsychotic trials
where dropouts rates ,at earlier>times are very· high.) In any case, ,although
80%ofthoserandomized in,HGAI? .... remained·'on drug !or only the .first for' 4
weeks, among those who, did drop :' out-' 74, 62 and" 56 percenr (pbo.1 ,10) did

>~s~~fo~d~k;lli%of~~tf_i~8"'·the '. pattern wasconsiSlent .with a dose related
effect, and, therefore, prOVides additional proof In .principle of Zyprexa's •
efficacy. . , . .

•

2. Comparisons.

Comparisor.~ are odious. For this reason alone it Is sensible to approach any
nominal advantage claimed by a sponsor10r, hisproduet relative to a
competitor's with considerable" caution, even·.. if the claim seems to rest on
evidence adduced In an·adequate and well controlled clinical Investigation.
One concern Is that an experimental design for determining whether or not a
drug is effective for use may be totally inappropriate for obtaining a fair
comparison of the utility and performance of two drugs. Moreover. even if
great care. is, taken to check the' ··conditions under which the ,experimental
comparisons are .. made. the estimates of. the' comparative utility adduced in a
given experiment may be biased for any number of reasons, many not obvious.
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Leber: Zyprexa [olanzapine] Response to Temple memo of 8/27/96 page 3

... ' ""-\

I believe that you share these views, at least insofar· as the principle is
concerned.

Accordingly,.' am surprised at your dismissal of my reservations (discussed
in footnote 30fmyAugust18memorandum) about the arguable validity of
.the instruments used to assess the comparative performance of antipsychotic
drugs. Moreover, I find your "explanation for doing. so .. unsatisfactory. .

:Youseeminglydismiss,out of hand, my concemthat an outcome assesSment
instrument that is valid as a measure of antipsychotic effect in a drug
placebo trial might not reliably measure antipsychotic effect inadrug-dn.g
comparisontrtal.Perhaps, I ..failedto develop my argument well enough in my
memorandum of August 18, 1996. but theconcem cannot be dismissed so
~~. .'

As with a lab test, the performance of an outcome assessmenf instrument
lies as much, if not more, in its4Jpecificity as in its sensitivity. The problem

'in schizophrenia outcome assessment is that some of the sa-called
ICnegative~signs:and·· symptoms bf·thafillnessare incfistinguishablefromthe
pseudoparkinsonian .. signs and symptolTls .that .are, known 'sideeffeets'of
alltipsychotic drugs like haloperidol. It would be reckless. therefore, to'
assumethata,drug-haloperidol'difference, detecte»d on an inStrument that
registersnegativEt" symptoms is actuallyrneasLJring.a.differenceJn .
antipsychotic ~effeCti~e~es~~" ..... Tobe .clear, if is·'iri:t~~ry''·'pOSSible.:;:.to.~;look:;.at
indlvi~u~I";:scale'.itemS.ta'·see··.to· wtlat"eXtent;:. if!'any:7the,differ,n,~.,jf'lJtot$l
scalei':sco're<s::':is·~attribUtable··to··~·.'items':that.·, rnigh~·regist~r;~psetJcfOptlrkiIlSQOian \Y...
signslsYrTlJl~ol11~." ..YmortunateIY/:W$...·.have.··.•·neither':"theIUxuij'j;in':".ttme:J:or ./}-.
resou'rcesto\io·thls':'now. . ...~' '. .' .

•

In sum, I believe you cannotdismiss fairty,. or with re~son,myviewthat the
validity of a measurement must be evaluated in the. context of the use to
which itis put. or stated conversely, that itsvalidity¢8nnOt be jUdged fmm
itszproperties examined in isolation. This view is hardly mine alone; in fact,
it is the view celebrated in the guidance offered in the American'
Psychologica' Association's m.anual on psychometric test validity~

Accordingly, I believe your implicati"" that my concern about the validity of
the assessment instruments can be dismissed on your personal observation

z it refers to the instrument that generates the measurement
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that "Although ...a testcoyld respond to some action ofa drug other than its
, antidepressant action, that seems equally true for the comparison with
placebo. The answer, I think, is to expect that a difference, to be considered
real, will show upon on aU (most) of the tests we use to evaluate

-. antipsychotic, antidepressant, etc. findings. It

By the way, I agree totally 'with your view about the value of produetsthat
work where others fail. That, however, is a very different comparative
matter, one with very ditterent implications for, both labeling and
advertising.

4·8 ... .
On this subject, I have only an observation. I would be very wary.of making
verymuch()f any extrapolations, based, on a pooling ofdata' taken from the
three drugdevelopmerit' cohorts. I' have no 'confidence, I. alone a.valid
means, to know just how comparable they are, and ,therefore, whether it is
appropriate to combine them. lil short,anypooledestimateofa common
attribute wiUbeo( unc~r1ail'1"vcllidity. «" '(,?:"<.C:/,.,, .

Incidentally, as to 'pI values for these orany other post hoc comparisons, I
doubt whether or 'hot ,acorredion .for mUltiplicity Is or,is, not made has any
effect on their validity. I speak primarily,()fdatacon(litiol'1edcontrasts
amohg groups n,otfonnfldby,randomization.. 'You" can calculate .a ·p'value for
these contrasts, bUt it has no useful.meaning. Such contrasts beg the
identity of the null hypothesis being tested in the sense, that even /fa .Iow 'p'
is obtained, the cause of> the difference ., that is too smalLto, be attributed to
chance remains 'uncertain• ., '. , ',..•'. .". . ' , ,

•

Most. of the other points covered in your memorandum are about specific
issues and I have no comments to offer about them, although Dr. Laughren
does in his memorandum. It also addresses issues raised in the course of our

. meeting. Dr. Laughren also explains why we have not followed certain of your
suggestions.

In any event. my comments andobservatioris notwithstanding. theNDA is
approvable provided, of course, that Zyprexa is marketed under the draft
labeling that is serves as attachment 1 to the va Ie ·on letter now
being forwarded.
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August18, 1996
Memorandum
From Dr. Paul Leber
Director, Neurophann drug products (FDA)
To: Dr. Robert Temple .
Director, Office ofDrug Evaluations (FDA)

Pg2

On EFFECTIVENESS:

ADMITS THAT THERE MAY BE NONE ---

"it is only present in principle"

pg3
economics and politics compel approval

pg4

concerned about non-equieffectivedoses that have been used in trials.

Pg5
Concerned about lack ofsuperiority to HALDOL, even when
Patients have been included in the study on BASIS of having FAILED Baldol
In the past

Makes reference to Laughren's past concerns about "small effect size" and the fact
That much larger studies were needed to obtain even slight significance in efficacy

Pg7
Concedes that it is not possible to address "effect size" .
That this is NOT a "problem" from a regulatory standpoint

Pg8

Issues CAUTIONS about safety _...:.=
.That evenLOW probabilities ofrisk may be VERY significant in terms
Of REAL population effect, once a drug is used in LARGEnumbers

[my Question is: Can we really relyupon safety data. in studies that have given average patient
Lessthan six months ofexposure to olanzapine?]
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DATE: August 18, 1896

FROM: Paul Leber, M.D.
Director,
Division' of NeuropharmacologIcal Drug Products
HFD-120

SUBJECT: NDA 20·692 Zypr.xa~ [olanzaplne]

TO: File NDA 20-592
II

Robert Tempi.. M.D.
Dlrectof, Office of N.wDrug Evaluation 1

Thls-memorandum-:Conveys-rny-endomementofthe-;iViewteam;S-unanknous
recommendation that .the NDA for Zyprexabe declared approvable.

Department. of Health and Human Services
Public Health Service

Food and Drug Administration
Center for OrlJgEvaluatlon and Research

Memorandum

Introduction

The review team's exposition of the evidence documents that the sponsor's
application provides sufficient information .. 'to establish. within the meaning
of the Act, thatolanzapine will be "effective in use- and "safEs for use
under the conditions of use recommended in thelabeling'developed by the
Division's review team. In the course of its systematic review of the
information and reports provided, the Review team uncovered no finding. or
issue that could be considered exceptional, disconcerting. or controversial.
Accordingly,the NDA has·not· been presented. to the .Psychopha.rmacologic Drug
Products Advisory Committee. .

Our understanding of the data adduced In the 4clinieal studies deemed by
design' capable of providing evidence of Zyprexa's effectiveness in use was
increased substantially by the analyses conceivedaf and executed by Dr.
Hoberman, the mathematical biostatistician assigned .to' the. review ·team.
His innovative .conceptualization .of "dropout .cohorts" that· provide a visual
dis~'lay o~ the status .of dropout's. by treatment dUring each interval over the

,course' of a randomized trial provides. an evidence rich· basis to assess the
impact of·· censoring on analyses of' the " intent to treat- samples upon which
primary descriptions of clinical trial results ordinarily rest.

E2;,r Incidentally, my singling out of Dr. Hoberman's work is in no way intended to

) .
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diminish the caliber of work done by other members of the review team. The
team's workup was outstanding.

In sum, although I" have no reservations about the regulatory decision being
recommended to the Office, I do have a number of observations about
olanzapine and the sponsor's development program that are of potential
importance In regard to the kind of prornotionalclalmsthat it mayor may not
be appropriate to allow Lilly to advancefot Zypre)(&.

Effectiveness (absolute and relative?)"

The NDA provides "substantial' 'evidence" that olanzaplne Is an effective
antipsychotlc'drug product. This ,conclusion,however, ,'snotlntendEKI to
convey 'a judgment ,that the,',sponsors development program has evaluated
every important·· aspect ofolanzaplne'suse In, the treatment of psychosis that
the agency might like to have available at thetirnean NDA is approved,or
that a prescribing physician would preforto possess.

The evidence adduced in the sponsor'sshorttenn (nominally 6 week long)
studies" although it ',unquestionably provides compelling proof'.iO·' priocjpleof
olanzapine's acute antipsychotic action, does not, because of 1) the highly'

'selected 'nature of the patients admitted to study, 2) the high incidence of
cens'oredobservations in the controlled trials, and 3) the indlreet means used
to assess the product's antipsychotic, effects, provide a useful quantitative
estimate of how effective1 (eveninthe short run) olanzapine actually will be
in the population for whom it is likely to be ,prescribed upon marketing.

The relatively'short duration of the. controlled', clinical trials, the sponsor
reliesupon,as might be •anticipated, leaves us largely uninformed both about
how effective a "maintenance"treatment olanzaplne will be in extended use,

, ,

1 This acknowledgment is not an implication that'some other
information'gathering strategy on drug performanceI use can accomplish
what randomized controlledbials of the sort now conducted in commercial
drug development cannot. To the contrary, those who use the Umitations of
the ReT to promote the fatUous notion that observational outco~ studies .
can provide insights that theRCT cannot are deluding themselves. Itis a fact
that the typical RCT's'we rely upon have limited extemalvalidity"and that is
weakness. It is one, however, that pales in comparison to those of outcome·
"studies" that have, as a result of their uncontrolled comparisons and
limitless undeclared assumptions, neither internal nor external validity.
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and how best to administer it (i.e,. dose and regimen) for that use.

These limitations, of course, are hardly unique to the set of trials conducted
by Lilly in its development of olanzapine.ln ~aet, as devalopment programs
go, Lilly's evaluation of olanzapinei~a reasonably good one in light of its
primary intent.

.Commercial drug development programs are intended to adduce, in the
shortest interval possible, the evidence that will .• allow the approval, of an
NDA. Accordingly, sponsors do not ordinarily attempt to provideanswen9 in
their NOA submissions to every question that may arguably provide useful
information about their product.

Moreover, .it is not only economic. considerations,, but the prevailing political
environrnent, one which places great weight, on the pace of drug development
(i.e., achieving the shortest possible latency between~'Ug discovery and drug
availability at the bedside), that undermines, the Incentive to approach the
development of a new drug with the kind of flexibility that allows for the
adjustment of development pl.ans to address questions and issues that were
unanticipated at the .start of a development program (e.g., issues identified
during clinical testing) ,

There is~ 'however, a.forceat work' that operates to increase the volume of
clinical testing: marketplacecQmpetition. This characteristic of the current
health care, economy virtually compeiStho$ede~elopingnewdrugs. in
particular >ti10sethatwill,competewith already: rnarketedprodLiCts. .to
advarice "claims of'superiority'oradvahtage. '. It is this' need that drives the
conduct of comparative drug trials.

"

Oneaspeet of this is quite paradoxical.. In the midst of an epoch where much
attention is being given to efforts to make both the drug development and
approval process more efficient (i.e.• to reduce > the number 'ofstudi.esthat,
respectively, must be submitted andreviewed,to support NDA approval).
sponsors are being driven' to conduct more studies and,toboot, ones that are
more complicated and difficult to conduCt, at leastvalidly~ I write. Of

course, of studies· intended to show a 'product's advantage to an already
marketed drug. ' .

Such studies are not only more difficult to design and conduct fairly, 'Jut are
also more difficult to interpret. Indeed, their' assessment requires that
attention be given to a number of issues that the liproof of principlelt
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randomized, controlled e#fectivenesstrialsthat regulators have long been
accustomed to evaluating for assessing effectiveness do not pose;

The typical controlled trial. intended to document the advantage of a new drug
usually involves some kind of comparison between the new drug' and an
already rnarketed prodUct, typically one that dominates the market.
Haloperidol,for example, is, if such a thing exists, pretty.mlletlthe

."standard" antipsychotic drug product; accordingly, it is the product ,against
which new antipsychotic productsarelypicallycompared.lncidentally,
these comparisons ,need not be performed only.' in "stand alone- comparison

, ,studies, but are often 'piggy-backed- onto the design of the more traditional
effectiveness trial. '

Leber: Zyprexa [olanzapine) Approvable Action page 4
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The review of NDAs, asaconsequenC'8 ~ 00 longer focus. entirely on the
'relatively simple issue of whether or not the' product is, within the meaning
althe Act, "effective in use-and "safeforuse,- but on the much more
vexing, perhaps unanswerable question, of whether of not the new drug is
better than the standard, if not globally,< then on' some clinically important
domain (ease. of use, freedom from one or more untoward effects. etc.).

None of this is wrong, in principle.. The comparative performance of a new
, drug is not only a legitimate question, but an important one. Who would not
want to .know. which 01 several competing products' is most effective .. and'
mostsafe? Who would not want to know that a particular drug, all. things
conside~d, gives a "bigger,bang for thebuck.?- 'Theproblem, of course. is
that mere .. wanting is not sufficient. Valid comparisons of drug performance
are not readily obtain'!d... Moreover,' even· com,parisonsthaton face appear
compelling and 'reasonable can prove misleading.

A primary reason is that the information required to determine whether or
110t a particular comparison is fair and valid is rarelyavailablet.

2 This is an assertion. There are, as yet, no regulatory standards vis a
vis comparative claimS. ' I believe, however, that for a drug product
comparison to be meaningful, the prodlJ.c~in"Qlvedm~t~,c.9mp~~dat
equi-:effective doses'underconditions thatdo not give oneproductan\1nfair
advantage. I also bi!lieve that, because equi-effective doses may not be the
same from sample to sample,. that a valid comparative design must be able to
show, from its intern"l results (not historical expectations), that the drugs
compared are being administered at the a1:\ equivalent position along their

{'response'vsdosecurve. . '

,.: .... ,,,.~ .....,'~,-~._ ..._.._.._.. ,..,_ ..- ,_...- ....•.._.. _-_...-: ..~_.-
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Another problem is that clinical studies, whether conducted by academicians
or commercial corporations rarely, if ever, provide a valid estimate of the
Ileffeetsize" of a' product even when the estimate derives from the result of
aclinicaJ trial executed with care and competence. If one cannot know '
reliabl~ what the effect size is. how canorie judge the clinical. importance of
differences in the size of the effeetmeasured ,amongseveraiproduCls?

Moreover, one cannot always be confident as to what an observed between
treatment difference adduced on an instrument is due. This concem reflects
the oft ignored fact that validity cannot .be .ascribed to.a rating scale in
isolation, but to the use for which that scale isemployed.3

These observationsabolrtthe problems of cOmparative 'inference are not put
forward solely for academic reasons. ,Thefactthat differences found in
clinical trials comparing products have arguable extemalvalidity is of major
regulatory importance vis a vis drug product, labeling and advertising.

Given this .background. I will explain.why I' believe 'the data'adduced in the

@
Zyprexa NDAi~lalthough readily able to. support the NOAs approval.

.
~IJ.. ... lnsuffiqi!lnt topsrmil thllsPCl"!l!Clr to maksclai/lls.a$$srtingl/leproduc:l.'sA- ,superiority,to .,' haloperidol. '

,In' study HGAD.a23,center. stUdy involvingso~~35 Plltjents.randonilzed to
3 dose ranges ofolanzapine (5 +/.. 2.5. mgld.JO.+I-2.5 m~ ., ~5

mg/d),halope·ridol(15. +/- 5rng/d) and plaQebo, there " no clear findings

3 The point made is that the validity of a test canriotbe assessed
without considering the use to which the test is put. A diHerence in outcome
between drug and placebo assigried patients detected using a multi-item rating
instrument may validly reflect a therapeutic effect the instrument was·
designed to measure. A difference found between two pharmacologically
active drugs on the same assessment instrument, howe\"er, may not reliably
speak to the differential effectiveness of the two products, but to some other ,
consequence of drug action thafis detected by the testinstnmlent.The
Hamilton Scale for Depression, for example, is sensitive to changes induced
by established anti-depressants that have> nothing to do with either· drug'
product'stherapeutic antidepressant action. AccordinglyI .caution' is required
in interpreting the meaning of between treatment differences even when
they are detected using instruments that are widely accepted as"valld" for
what may seem to be a very clospJy related use. '

..... ,,-"',..., •• ,,~....., ... '...~'••"M,..."". ,~ •. :, •.•-.~ ••• , '••~.•, ," •• _".-.• , .•• ,.,~ •••..•.• -- ....~ .•
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that can be claimed to show thatolanzapineis ore aft ivethan
haloperidol, although there are certainly some di e ces that could be
described as "hints" of it. These hints,however•. although. they are
consistent with mo xpectations . . ed by .the pharmacology of the
two drugs" .also be nside in light f the patient sample's prior
experience thhaloperi I and e doses which the prodUcts are
compared. III ould not e reslJlts of HGAD as support for a
comparative claim, .eitherexpllcitoriimplied•. because' '1) its:design is
inappropriate,and 2) the sample ·of,patients'used..•... is .aninappropriatechoice~

,E003,is abasicaUy failed study; moreover, .by design and patient sample
selection would, if .. positive, not prove what .the sponsor's wants to show.'

. , .

.;;Study,HGAJ, Lilly's very larges randomized trial comparing outcomes over a
/,6, week period among schizophrenic patients treated ,witholal"lzapfne and

haloperidol (the dose of each drug w ennitted to .range between 5 mg and
20 mg a. day. being adjusted. ae' ng to he..clinical.judgment· of .
prescribers) is the second SOu ,ethatt~e s onsor can argue shows an
advantage of olanzapine. e'titrationde ign ofHGAJ. makesit,.iII-sultecl,
for evaluating the campara ,ve performa e of two drugs,howe"er~

Moreover, like other studie 'nthe .' nsor's entprogram, it suffers
in .that .itelltered·.a .sample of patients with ..... history" fprior:~seof

chaloperidol,a factor. as noted earlier, that .akes~th 'Stud}r'sample .'
.' inappropriate' forcomparison.PlJrposes.

.. Both' the comparative neurotr~llsmitter reCeptor binding profiles of
the produc:tsandthe electrophysiologic studies of the produds would lead
many experts to'predict thatolanzapine would be expected.to exhibit less
'neuroleptic' .activity than haloperidol..This, in tum,.would not only be
expected to influence the incidence and kind ofADRs reported, but any .
effectiveness instruments that are sensitive to the subset of psychotic
phenomena (e.g., so-called negative signs/symptoms of Schizophrenia) that
overlap .withthose of pseudoparkinsonism.' .

5 1950 or so subjects in 186 US and European centers: 1312 on
randomized to olanzapine, 636 toplacebo

•-.,'- '. ,.:,.<" ..~.,."..,~•... -'. " '" _.'" _._,; ._'d",_".," ,._ ,r .;, • .-.....~.~.,••••••" ••M_' , .•,. " •
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Evidence of safety for

Preclinical findings

The full panoply of preclinical tests required to support. the approval of an
NDA have been performed and reported. Review of the reports submitted has
not detected any result that would preclude· approval 01 the NDA,although
some findings (e.g., those involving results ofrn vi"o lifetime'
carcinogenicity testing) warrant description in product "labeling.

Clinical findings

No pharmacologically active drug substance is absolutely. free of risk. This
caveat offered, the evidence adduced in clinical testing· that has so ·far been
reported to the Zyprexa NDAis more than sufficient to support the conclusion
that olanzapine, within the meaning of the Act, is safe for use under the

he size of a drug's effect s. as my earlier comments indicate, an
at} ction, a notion t is not yet fullyreified..lmportantly,the agency,
wiselyg.v otential difficulties involvedinrelfylng the concept, has
steere1 clear of the issue. I "believe we should do so in the arguments about
HGAJ.

The alleg~ of the measured dlfference,ln my view, is not Its
fault. at least from a regulatory perspective. In .fact. If I were convinced
that'· differences observed fn a study were•truly .8 .vaUd and ··accurate
reflection ofa real.·difference in therapeutic effe~veness of the products
compared. I would. willingly er.dorse the presentation of the evidence
supporting the conclusion in product labeling, although, asa matter of truth
in labeling, I would, if such h),potheticalevidence.didexist, require the

.. sponsor to include. a .display of the emplricalcumulatlvedlstribulion of the .
between product difference in prodUct labeling.

In surn, although I have no reservations at allaboutcoQcludlng, from the
evidence adduced and reported, that· olanzapine will 'b$ .. effeCtive In use
within the meaning. of .theAct. I would not go further.
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directions of use given In the Division's draft labeling.

It bears note that this conclusion is strongly conditioned on the eVidence so
far adduced. No one should be surprisedif,upon marketing,events of all .

-- kinds and severity' not previously Identified are reported in association with
olanzapine's use. Moreover, poSt-marketing experience may easily provide a'
very. different impression of what are. or are. not the' primary. considerations
9f· importance .to ·the clinician and patient.' who, .. respectively•....use a~d take,
Zyprexa..'". J\gain, ·th~s,e .. statements .. reflect .' a .generic .Urriftation'on "regulatory
.inferences."··of ...•·.··s~fetY' 'in"use',thatderiv~ "frof1l"lil11lted,: cUnicalsxperience
with..samples:of 'patients"who:do·.·.. ·not 'fully 'reflect ·,the·population ··.liKely:to ·····be

~,trEtated .with a'driJg upon its app'rovat '. ....

Thesafety'data' base r~ported upon.inthe Zyprexa NDA.at the time this
approvable action is being contemplated, involves approximately 2500
patients. While this is far above the minimum experience required for NDA
approval. it is 'not as robust as it l1layappear,. especially ifZyprexaproves to
be, upon. marketing. a very popular.drug product. Under such conditions. a
very Jowprobabilityofrisk,one too. small to make. it likely that we WOUldtK"
see even one caseot the event in the NOA. might be sufficient to generate~
sup~t~nt~aLllumbersof,casesoftheevent·upC)nmarketirig.

On the other hand, there are risks that seem certain to be realized;
fortunately,. they .are. not likely to be very .different from those associated
with other antipsychotic drug products thaI' have a similar profile of
receptor binding.

Olanzapine's, dopamine receptor antagonist actions make .it likely that the
, product will cause '. prolactin elevation, pseudoparkinsonian signs ,and

symptoms, tardive dyskinesia and the neuroleptic malignant syndrome. It's
potent anticholinergic activity. may cause some distress and '. its relatively
potent alpha adrenergic antagonism probablywiUbe assoctated with '
orthostatic hypotension, Syncope. and risks that can arise as a secondary
consequence of these latter events.

In any event, the labeling text as proposed alerts the prescriber to these
risks. If· adopted as proposed and/orrecommended(the sponsor still has
work to do), the Zyprexa product' labeling will be informative and not false or
misleading in any particular.
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Recommendation:

Issue the draft approvable action letter that is forwarded in. th omoany of
this rnemorandum and action package.
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